Аннотация
Abstract
The publication deals with the issue of the emergence and further modification of social meaning as it occurs in everyday social practices. To identify the levels of engagement between a salient linguistic feature and a social object, bringing about differing kinds of social meaning, the data on language attitudes have been analyzed according to M.Silverstein's framework of indexical orders. 
Grandpa…
The right -hand associations given by respondents to the left-hand stimuli of non-standard word stress patterns (A stands for stressed vowel) are evoking 1. a social setting one heard a stimulus in 2.a workshop where it was typically used or 3.a person one got to know the word from. All of these are mere contextualizations of a variable form, without evaluating it, which places the engagement of the linguistic form with the social object within the first indexical order.
Indexical order II

slEsary (fitters)
sveklA (beetroot)
the Dahl dictionary "Common" language. Ancient 4. The Dahl dictionary (slovar' D.) is the rightsetting for a standard word form (here slEsari) but there is more to the phrase: an association with the name of the authority in dictionary business (Dahl) suggests culture, "knowing the world", and the ironic appreciation of an unexpected standard variant, adds metacontent to indexing its meaning.
5. The association for 5 is a folk metalanguage to qualify the non-standard form and indicate a higher evaluative position. With a respectful attribute ancient added to the response, an element of (folk) ideology is involved in the evaluation, creating meta-content, index II, which reads "common (language) is good because it is ancient". 6. The distorted word right hand form muzhikA, mocking the logic of the stimulus is certainly evaluative, to show us how ugly the non-standard stimulus is. It is done within the language play "style", equivalent to a new context to express one's LA. Quite a few respondents resorted to this kind of language behaviour to express their language attitudes. The language play mode could probably count as enregisterment, in Silverstein's model. 7. The next is a simpler case, making use of a linguistic operation of separating the end part portY which means "pants" in old Russian, to make fun of the wrong stress placement in it. One is fully aware of both the linguistic elements and the social message made.
8. The shifted word stress in the former Minister of Education name creates a (new) context imbued with political connotations, and the memories of the person criticized in his time, thus suggesting an image of a faulty Minister, an ineffective authority "up there". At this point the word FursЕnko is prone to acquire a symbolic meaning, i.e. engage with index III.
Indexical order III
Stereotypes -in -the -making
buxgalterA (bookkeepers)
slEsary (fitters)
liftY (lifts)
Fat old girls 50 plus Fat old aunties 50 plus Neat and sober. Never saw'em like that … "Soviet Housemanager" Sovok… Oophe! 10. "Fat old aunties 50-plus\ Fat typically Soviet old girls 50-plus", an association for buxgalterA offered by 5 respondents between 30-40 years of age, with implicitly negative semiotics, suggests a "stereotype -in -themaking". The "old girls" as the familiar part of community social scenery of the 1990s, yet showing distinct signs of the new life, with its small businesses, tiny financial departments and the bookkeepers proud of their new status, make a salient social object marked by an innovating variable word stress.
11. The response to standard form slEsary, a stylized pensive mini-narrative, presents an ironic, indeed grotesque reevaluation of a familiar stereotypical figure of an ever tipsy man, responsible for water supply for a block of flats and habitually referred to by a collective nonstandard slesaryA, as the next order (anti)stereotype.
12. A non-standard lift Y is readily associated with a "Soviet housemanager", a person in charge of a multi-storied block of flats. A familiar community type, with no university education yet very important for the 2000 residents of a block, he is a social object of strong social feeling -critical, yet solidary, and joking, too. The icon of the Soviet times, this persona is undergoing a fast reevaluation, indeed, re-conceptualization with our respondent age groups: while a mere (neutral) professional name for a person of 70, the man becomes a negative index of the Soviet-type domestic culture for respondents of 30-55, while the young would tend to shorten any word combination, containing attribute Soviet to Sovokto markthings as backward, ofpoor quality and low-prestige. The political part of its meaning is lost upon the youngest: the two 9 year-olds could not remember the "full word for sovok". They use it as an expressive lexeme with a vaguely political and strongly negative meaning to extend on other contexts and social personae. In this way once microsocial meaning is getting generalized towards its respective macrocategory.
To conclude, this use of the word by the "grandchidren" generation seems the case for Silverstein's n-th step of indexical chain to start the 1 st order cycle anew (Bell 2014 2003, 3-4:193-229 .
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